Brown Deer Police Department Daily
Monday, September 6, 2021
Total Calls for Service: 38
Traffic Stops: 12
Building Checks: 10
General Service: 16

Calls for the Day

Traffic Stop – 5000blk W Brown Deer Rd

At 1:02 AM an officer conducted a traffic stop for disregarding a red light. When contact was made
with the driver, a 27 year old Milwaukee male, the odor of marijuana was emanating from the
vehicle. The male admitted to smoking marijuana prior to driving. He performed Standardized
Field Sobriety Tests and passed. A search of the vehicle was conducted and nothing of
evidentiary value was found. The male was released from the stop.
Neighbor Trouble – 5300blk W Dean Rd

At 8:52 AM a 51 year old male resident reported that his neighbor’s lawn service blew grass
clippings into his mulch bed. Both parties came to a mutual agreement for today and the employee
advised that the company would no longer service the neighbor’s residence.
Theft – Pick ‘N Save

At 9:12 AM a 69 year old male resident reported that the catalytic converter to his Kia Sportage
was stolen on 9/3/21 sometime between 12:00 PM and 3:30 PM. A report was filed.
Disorderly Conduct – Holiday Inn Express

At 9:59 AM staff reported that a customer was making vague threats due to being upset over a
smoking fee that he was charged on his room. The business only wanted the male to leave the
property and be advised that he was not welcome back. Contact was made with the customer, a
27 year old Milwaukee male, who stated that he didn't make any threats and agreed to leave the
property and not come back. He advised that he would dispute the charges through the corporate
office.
Retail Theft – Dollar Tree

At 4:02 PM store Security reported that an unknown male left the store with an unknown amount
of items and fled in a Chevy Tahoe. The business only wanted the incident noted in case the
subject returned.

Brown Deer Police Department Daily
Traffic Stop – 7900blk N Sherman Blvd

At 7:38 PM an officer conducted a traffic stop for a registration violation. Contact was made with
the driver, a 48 year old Milwaukee male, who admitted to consuming an alcoholic beverage. He
performed Standardized Field Sobriety Tests and it was determined that he was not impaired. He
was released from the stop.
Retail Theft - Walmart

At 9:45 PM Loss Prevention reported that a male subject stole three flat screen TV’s and fled
westbound on W. Brown Deer Rd., possibly in a Honda. A report was filed.
Traffic Stop – 7900blk N Teutonia Ave

At 11:25 PM an officer conducted a traffic stop for vehicle not being associated with the plate.
Contact was made with the driver, a 19 year old Milwaukee male, who stated that he just recently
purchased the vehicle from Illinois. The odor of marijuana was detected from the vehicle, along
with visible marijuana shake in the rear of the vehicle. The male advised that marijuana was
smoked in the car earlier in the day. The vehicle was searched with negative results for
contraband. The male was released from the stop.

